Jesus Walked This Lonesome Valley

SANDRA EITHUN

Based on the hymn tune LONESOME VALLEY

Steady with conviction \( \approx 120-124 \)

*Measures 1-4 should be rung only in the absence of the keyboard.
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Jesus Walked This Lonesome Valley

Steady with conviction

*The A/Fs are optional and can be omitted.
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Jesus Walked This Lonesome Valley

SANDRA EITHUN

Based on the hymn tune LONESOME VALLEY

Steady with conviction \( \frac{m}{=120-124} \)

There Is a Fountain

SANDRA EITHUN

Based on the hymn tune CLEANSING FOUNTAIN

With breadth \( \frac{m}{=76-80} \)

*The A\( ^\# \)s are optional and can be omitted.
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There Is a Fountain

SANDRA EITHUN

Based on the hymn tune CLEANSING FOUNTAIN
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Christ Arose

SANDRA EITHEUN

Based on the hymn tune CHRIST AROSE.
Christ Arose

SANDRA EITHUN

Based on the hymn tune CHRIST AROSE

*The G# can easily be sung by lower 3rds throughout the piece.

1. Stated a = 93-96
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